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KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION.

By ALIIIRA M. IVIN(liESTER,

Specialist in Kintirriurrlun Eflueuti,m. Surtou of Education.'

coNry:Nya.-1. The kindergarten and the war. I T. Kindergarten pm:tit:vII I, Survey
of the kindergarten of Richmond. Recent publications pertaining to the
education of young cbildren.-- V. Kindergarten legi-lation.

1. THE KINDERGARTEN ANp THE WAR.

With war in the world turning everthing topsy-turvy. institu-
tions and existing social conventions, formerly taken for granted,
are now subjected to rigid inspection and their meanings sifted, in
order that nothing Useless may be permitted to cumber the earth
when every bit of time, space, labor, money, and thought is impera-
frvely demanded for carrying on the world bu,,iness.

Side by side with the process of excLuding the useleas is going for-
ward the process of uncoferhig the essentials in human institutionq
and making them yield up their wealth of possibilities. Education
has .t is been discovered. The school, a.s one of the chief instru-
me 'ties of education, has begun to come into its own. More -
oi babies are assuming a new value in the whole scheme of
demo acy, the kindergarten in its relation to the school and to the'
home is regarded afresh with respect and expectation.

The kindergarten unit for 'the- refugee children of Fre:Ave.One
very direct form of war service is that being provided by the kinder-
gartens of America for the task of resto-ring to normalit the little
children living in the refugee colonies of France.

The service undertaken by the American.branch of the Interna-
tional- Kindergarten' Union is that of equipping and supporting-0a
kindergiiiiten unit in conjunction With the childretis bureau of the
American Red Cross in 'France. to Work Under the auspices of the
citizen,s' c9nimittee. for the conservation of the Children of America-
during the war.. Miss,tanniebelle Curtis is director and Miss Mary
Moore Orr associate director of.the unit:

Miss Curtis and Miss Orr, after visiting the devastated regioni
of France, returned with the .strong -conviction, that it is trained
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kindergartiers olio are needed to relieve the misery of the'children
and to give back to them some of the joys of normal childhood
through plays. games, stories, handwork, and other educative
activities.

The pitiful condition of the little ones is described by Miss Curtis
in an appeal addressed to the members of the International Kinder-
garten Union. Subjected to thelhorrors of bombardments and gas,
bewildered and benumbed.by the necessity for silence in the presence
Of the frightful bodies, undernourished, apathetic through suffering
so many terrors, these unfortunate children are in danger of losing
their sanity unless something immediate is done fir their restoration.
In Miss turtis's own words:

They have been in the gitssed regions, they have been lost on the fields of
Flanders, they hove fled from their burning villages, they have been octant
prisoners with the civilian population back of the enemies lines.

The Germans. are sending back from the prison camps thousands
of civilians, keeping them in Switzerland for a certain time and then
allowing them to return to France. At Eviansles-Br 'is, the dit
tributing point, child refugees are coining in- at the rate of 500
day. Miss Curtis. declaresk

It is a tragedy that has no parallel in the world's history. The children are
being placed In colonies, in chateaus, lu convents, In convalescent hospitals
until victory with honor Is won. They need songs and stories nail the joys of
childhood restored, and more Than all they need inOthering.

Every foreign mall brings more pitiful stories. It is childhood's darkest
bout

The kindergartners of Amerieahave raised over $35,000 to defray
the expenses of equipping and sending kindergarten teachers to
France. A number of teachers have already sailed, and others will
follow as soon as funds for the purpose can'be raised.

1,i0orvqtion, of the children of America.To conserve the well-
beak of American children is properly regarded as a form of .war
service. The campaign, 'organized by the Children's Bureau of the
Department o# Labor, for saving the-lives and bettering the health
of 100,000 babies during the current year, has been earnestly sup-
ported by parents and teachers. Kindergarten teachers have made
it their business to assist in, the work of weighing and measuring
young children, and recording the facts brought out by-the physical
examinations. In some instances follow-mp measures are.being insti-
tuted in order that immediate results may be secured for the kinder-
gartens. This is the case in Worcester, Mass.ovhert. the supervisor of
kindergartens imned..to the teachers the following instructions:

While the baby measuring and weighing recordssare available in your school
building, will you Anse make a list of the names of all children in your
school district Who will be of kindergarten age thls coming school year, Send

I4
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to we the numberfigures onlyyou discover. I will then take some steps to

.help you bring those children in promptly_in September, 1918. /
This will be an effort to avoid fhe.droppingirt-atnny-time thiit so pulls down

Our kindergarten organization and work.

Another form of service in which kindergartens have engaged
during the past 15 months is th'it of cooperating with those social
agencies, in their respective communities. whose concern is with`
child welfare. To provide wholesome kinds of interest and activity
in connection with the social side of child life. and thus to protect
childhood from some of the blighting influences of war conditions,
kindergarten teachers are spell their nonteaching hours in tell-
ing stories to groups of children. supeivising some of the play in the
small parks and ,public playgrounds. directing children in the culti-
vation of back-yard gardens. organizing excursions to woods or

I

parks convenient to the neighborhood. and )thee similar activities.
Nor are the teachers unmindful of their resi onsibility. for seeing to
it that children are gathered in and kept in schoolnor of their further
responsibilities toward the mothers, especially irr regard to inStruc-
t ion in hygiene. care and wise purchnsing of food. and more efficient
ways of living.

Kindergarten' practice itself is influvied through the new insight,
for teachers realize as never before the significance of the laws which
goierri all right association of individuals. Self-activity must al-
ways be the guiding principle of the kilpfergarten, but the individual
is to be developed as a member of ii group; as such he must conform
td. must obey the laws which rule the whole. and subordinate self-'
gratification to good .of the whole. Since the children who ftiil
to learn this lesson early in life become 'weaklings. self-seeking in-
dividuals, and Moral fai il res. kindwearten teachoo are more con-

I sciousli than before dir cling the children in exercises which
call for instant response in concerted action and for conformity to
the desire of the group; also in organized ploys which demand self -
subordination and teamwork. and which make for helpful, self-
controlled children. .

The kindergarten as a' factor in'Am&riranization.lt is no new
thing for the kindergarten to provide some of the means for trans-
forming'aliens into Americans. A pevianent argument for kinder-
garten extension is that the children of fhe foreign born by means
of kindergarten training are familiarized -with English before for-

v' mal school work sets in.andthne is thus saved for the grade work.
Furthermore: home visiting and, holding mothers' meetings havef. _
been part. of the kindergarten teachers' business and have been a
factor in bringing the foreign ,family into an upderstanding and
appreciation of the Customs and standards of thenew:cotintry.

.. .
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The unique element in the relation of the kindergartner to the
foreign family is that she reaches the members in a normal way
before their home life has been disturbed. When the district. nurse
or't he social worker comes to the family, it is at a time when economic
pressure .or sickness has forced them to the' position of want, in
which they are discovered. .

In recent years the development of parent-teacher associations has
tended to absorb the kindergarten mothers' meeting into the larger
body, and the practice in public-school kindergartens of requiring
kindergarten teachei.s to teach in the classroom both morning and
afternoon has rendered it difficult for the teacheys' to visit in the
homes as they used to do. The timid, non-English-speaking woman,
conscious of being different from her neighbors, has been reluctant
to 'attend the larger, more formal kchool meeting, and has thus missed
the participation in community (fair mill the opportunity for learn-
ing the language which her children are using in their daily school
life and which her husband has acquired through the night. school,
the shop school, or the lodge school.

One result of this situation, is that the mother, the center of the
household. is neglected and often 1(4(1 tlowu upon by husband and
children, who live outstripped her in the acquisition of the tools of
citiKenship. As the distance between them increases she gAws spa-
thetic, antagonistic, and reluctant to rouse herself to-learn the lan-
guage and customs which would help to bridge the distance. This
is the opportunity for,the kindergartner. Efforts now, being di-
rected toward the establishment of more kindergartens, especially in
regions where large numbers of aliens are employed in necessary
industries, since the barrier of noncommunication can thus be re-
moved while the children are young and 4inconscious of any differ-
ence LOween theni7ielves' an their American neighbors; and toward
the restoration to its form place and function of the kindergarten

-mothers' meeting, and the evelppment of the " door-step" meetings,
since in them can be found did machinery for a tine ive-and-take
relationship between old Americans and more recent Americans.

It in. Ordnance schools on Coverillnen reservations:-
froverninent reservations for industrial plants are necessary accbm-
paniments of the present emergency and are being ed, under
the direction of the industrial- Service section of -the Ordna

ipartment. Wherever the needs of the workers and their fen-lilies
require it a new town is.behig created, with, suitable houses, school
buildings,hurch buildings, V. M. U. A. buildings, and othertticili-.

.'ties for wholesome, clean, social living. As an integral part of the
school system .kindergartels are- being provided;and eteachers mire
sought Who possess qualities essential to sitecessfur-eOlnumnity

L.
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operation. Cottages or teacheragos are befog built for the housing
4,4he teachers. Each school has one room planned purposely for a
kindergarten, and the equipment and supplies are to be excellent in
quality.

These reservation kindergAiens offer to tle teachers chosen to
direct them rich opportunity for the best kind of patriotic service.
Comparatively few kindergartneis can go abroad at present for
service in France. but here in Amer.ica is an opportunity to do a vital
and a r-rea eh ing piece of work. Not onlyjle/school population is
to be educated, but the entire community as well.' There will be play-
grotds and other forms of recreational activity which the kinder-
garten teachers will he peculiarly fitted to direct.

Schools for the colored children, as well :is for the white. wild be
establighed on. the reservations near Charleston. W. Va.: Nashville,
Tenn.;.and Sheffield, Ala.

Retaining he.name " kindergarfen."It was to be expected that
some discussion on the.rejectiOn or retention of the name kindergar-.
-ten would follow the entrance of the United States into war with

1 Germany. 'flat the institution itself has bconw thoroughly natur-
alized there can be no doubt. No other phase-of education is math
completely democratic and American than tlW kindergarten. in
this respect the prophecy of the founder has been fulfilled that in
America. the new world where new life was and is unfolding, the
new education of the human race would take firm rout. In Ger-
many. the geoEraphical birthplace of the kindergarten, little more
than the outer form and the name is discoverable; the essence is
missing. The kindergarten is not at homent Germany.

The edict of the Prussian Government in 1SA forbidding the
establishment of kindergartens is tacit evidence that a system of edu-
cation for tlw people based upon the jinciple of self.actity, free-
dom, and respect for individuality was considered a dangerous foe
to the success of military autocracy. It was charged at the time that
the tendency Of the kindergartens was toward atheism and -revolu-
tion, an indictment that inspired the Berlin oomic.paper to point out
as objects of suspicion "those three-year4dd denmgogues with their
indahmuttory speeche those red-hantred ivvtiliitionists in &ivOtiliii

.eltit hes."
The contention 0 those wVio desire to change the. naive kinifer7

garten is that, sines the institution is truly,Amecipanized, the: name
should underg; the_,§otne process; also thtit the ne4name shotild bear
irr it the suggestion of organie relation with the s5hool system. BUt
the elimtsiness. add. ineptitude ,ot-the substitutes 'which have been
suggested make it clitlicutt belfeNe. that, .any of them will be .

.adokted..:
.
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" Children garden " br " child garden," the literal equivalent in
English for kindergarten, is acceptable in so far as it retains the
description of the institution; but the sound of 11..is awkward and
disagreeable to the ear.

" Subprimary " is a term which has been offered, and in a few
'systems adopted, bemuse it is said to carry out the idea of a real
connection between the kindergarten and the rest of the school
organization. The objection to it lies in. its failure to define the
esseneeof the kindergarten; " sub " makes the institution a mere
annex to the primary gradesand expresses only an external relatihn.

" Primary circle" has been suggested on the ground that the
present name emphasizes the aloofneAs of the kindergarten depat-
ment from the school as a whole, whereas primary circle is expres-
sive Of the truth that the aims, principles, ideals of the kinder-

) garten are basic of what is to follow in child training. The reason
is good, but the -name oll'ered.is not a success. In-tehool vernacular

." primary " is limited in its meaning, and has become synonymous !

with first grades; primary circle, therefore, being narrowly inter-
preted, would cause the institution to be regarded as a 'side i.-tie
externally related to the first,grade..

" Baby nest " is the designation chosen in place of kindergarten
in Italy. Ile description of b&liaby,nests.given by Signorina Amy
Bernardy at the Pittsburgk mating of the National Education Asso-
ciation leads to the convtction that, according to the 4merican
understanding of things, these institutions would be classed as. day
nurseries.

A passing. observation should be given to the terms " school- of
childhood" and "house of childhood." The former name was
selected te designate the departfitent foe the youngest children in
the school of- education of the University of Pittsburgh. The pro-
jectors of the school wished to be free from the limitations which
would naturally be imposed upon the experiment if it. bore the name
kindergarten, and from having judgments pai;sed upon the work
according to kindergarten standards. The " house'o childhoOd "
is the name selected by Dr. Montessori to describe the t of edu-
Cational institution devised by ,The classes were originally
established within the tenement houses erected by an association for
good building in Rome, and were intended to provide for'the early

ti training of the children of the workmen housed in the tenements.
Among the tnerabers of the International Kindergarten Union it

is generally felt that " kinilergarten " should remain. No other word
so aptly and euphoniously describes the thing signified, an organjza-
tion hi which eachindividual child is regarded as a living orgaiiism.
or plant whose inner nature is capable of unfolding its richhess in

intor

response to a favorable environment and under the gadener1/4 care.
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II. KINDERGARTEN 4RACTICE.

Turning from the name to the institutiot itself, it is evident that
modification in practice is steadily proceeding. Aside from the 'oft-
cited illumination coining from "the light of iiiodern psychology
and child-study," several factors are contributing to bring about
change Of methods as well as of materials. Among these are:

(1) The need for giving to primary teachers and supervisors ao
clear exposition, of kindergarten principles and meth4s.

(2) The new faith in democracy, expressing itself educationally
in new faith in children's ability to direct their own activities and
to organizelheir.own groups.

(3) The friendly attitude toward experimentation with methods
and materials, coupled with the " newly acquired devotion to the
checking of results."

() The increasing number of kindergarten teachers who each
year study education in colleges an4 universities. '

Testing and measuring progress of kindergarten ehildr.en.Until.
recently it has been urged that the dillivlties in the way of securing
a satisfactory measure of the re'sfiltt; of kindergarten_ training are
insurmountable, and that. the best things that happen. to children
because of a year or so in kindergarten can not Rossibly be reduced
to terms of objective ineasurement. In answer to this, Dr. W. O.
Bagley, in his introduction to The kindergarten in Japan,' points
out that, while the ultimate effects of 'certain educational doctrines
may be diffictilt to predict and the immediate effects difficult to de:
termine and e-aluate, "these are assumptions neither to be made
lightly nor to be used as a cloak for mental inertia. The very/
difficulty should rather be a spur to the devising of means toward
accurate prediction, exact Measurement, and just evaluation."

-h response to the spur prick, a beginning has been made .during
the past year of a valuable type of work. ITAder the leadership- of
Miss Almii L. Binzel. of Minneapolis, who devised a tentative set of
tests of children's abilities, a group of illprienced kindergartners
imdertook to give the tests and record the results after a uniform
manlier. Certain typical, kindergarten activities were selected, ap-
propriate tests for their measurement were determined, and groups
of children were tffited at the beginning And again toward the end
of the school year. The progress in ability was recorded a-card
devised for the purpose, and a summing up of the findings was made
by Miss Binzel.

The activities selected for the project were those expressive of the
following forms of ability: Physical control; language, as to range

The Kindergarten in Japan. by Taunetriciii &Mune.
99685°-10-2
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.tion occurring and the degre f progression secured in the subject.
The results ofithe study sho% tong other-features. that kindergar-
ten and first-grade trehers are quite at one in regard.tothe use of .
nursery rhymes; that in the seleCtion of literature. first-grade teach-
ers in general choose whatever gives the best material for teaching

.

wading. thus, subordiriating literary values to thelechnique of teach-
in!,' beginning reading; and that in some instances kindergarten

I teachers send hew:m(1 to the first grade teaehers lista lisof stories that
have been used in the lit lergarten.

The study of the use of free oral expression in the first grade was
Lased uport the principle involved in the fact that normal children'
illake remarkable progress in the ii story of their mother tongue hr-
Inge the preschool period. and that this mastery is attained through
taw abundant and free use of speech in purposeful and significant
ways. Increased language ability atuongkindergarten trained ehil-
dren is a recognized result. dne to the freedom permitted in the kin-
dergarten and the eiwoulogyment of confersation about objects and
experiences of immediate laid personal interest. Similar bppaiuni-
tis for free, natural. .oal expression are advocated(gor primary
.,rades numbers of sehoohnen4 but that theory is ahead of pt.:114.0
in this rspect is made apparent by the results of the study; for the
tendency is I clearly toward silence on the part of the children in
primary grades. a condition which prohibits their learning how to
Ilse English fluently. intelligently. and correctly. as far as school
experience -is concerned.

The e. nu e.%!e of tqttury in the leindergarten.For the purpose of fur-
thering the better understanding of kindergarten alms and method9
by primary teachers and supervisors and providing .constructive
suggestions for 'the ninny kindergarten teachers who have to work
without a supervisor's assistance, 11 group of kindergartners has an
dertaken to fornuilate the kindergarten curriculum and the standrds
involved therein. The need for a sane preSentation .of a sane cur, -.
Hen* in published form is'emphasized by the fact that strange;
extravagant practices- are being introducelere arid there under Atha
name..of"txperimentation." Clear ideas as to e.ssentids are evi-
dently necessary tp enable the " experimenfors" tit diseriminate.be:
tween freakish novelty and that which is validly original.

In preparing. their formulation the -Committee of &kindergartners
have treated the curriculum in.its twofold asmtett f content or sub-
jeet matter and form4 of expression or activities. The terms "oral
exp.:vision," "manual activities," "drawing," "physical training,"
ilLnature study," and "music" have been adopted-so as to be in at-
eordanee with the usage in fortighlations of primat;grade curricula.

. The various divisions of the 'subject arediscussed as to: Aims,
geneKal °and specific; subject Matter; methods-; itttainments. In the
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sectiOn devoted to language, wrong well as right methods are
illustrated in order to throw into relief some faults commonly
committed,'

Resislti'efrkrzperinzenta with Self-organized groups.As evidence
\of the new fait in children's ability to initiate and direct their own
play and work activities, various fornis of experimentation aee.,in

-progress. Those in charge of these experiments undertook the awn 1,
firmly believing that self-activity means what it says; that the spon
taneous play of children is educative; that children are rich in pug
poses at pres'ent and are not merely potentialities; that they shoul.1
live in the present up to the best of their ability; that they should
be measured by their intelligent cooperation, their ability to initiate
and control situations, and their power of self-control; that in I
groups organized by the teacher the leadership is one-sided. the
adjustments are made by the teacher, the plans and problems are
set by her, and opportunities for experimentation or invention are
meager.

While no scientific report. on the experiments is as yet forthcoming.
sonic conclusions appear in a report presented nt the International
Kindergarteb Union convention (1917), by Miss Faye Henley: Miss
Beaky points out that a "spontaneous group" is a free organization
in regard to nutnbers. Sometimes one child will work alone: some
times groups of two or three will work together; and sometimes the
entire -group is included. An "organized group " is one organized

'by the teacher and held together by her.
The conclusions reached so far are:
(11 That the spontaneous or self-organized group provides for

the practice of democratic principles that the children make their
own social adjustments and find opportunity for leadership, initia-
tive, and experiment. -

(2) That the limitations in self-organized group work are that
some children merely repeat what pleasestthem, without progressing;'
some children do what is easiest for them: some beCome capricious
and even lawless.

(3) The place of the teacher inIthe organization thui becomes clear.
Shezust keep the balance, help to improve standards, be ready to
give, expert advice, stimulate lagging interest by bringing in new
aims or new use of materials. .

III. Si)RVEY OF THE KINDERGARTENS OF RICHMOND, OD.
. .

Of recent years a numler of surveys have been made of the school
systems of various cities, and the kindergartens, 'being included,
have come in for their share of comment;- but to the kindergartens

Tbe report pi/1.b published shortly as o belletla at the bureau of Education..
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of Richmond, Ind.: belongs the distinction of being .surveyed as a
system of kindergartens, and by a kindergartner, Miss Alice Temple,
of the school of education of she University of Chicago:

The survey' was undertaken with a view to achieving a closer co-
ordination between the kindergartens and the grades. The report 1

a most valuable document containing excellent suggestions for
groups of kindergartners who may wish to nluct a survey of their
own kindergartens.

In carrying on the investigation Miss Temple visited each of the
eight kindergartens twice. and visited the firstgrade 'classes; held
conferences with the teachers both as groups and as individuals;
examined the course of study for kindergarten, printed in the super-
intendent's report for 1t11:1; studied information supplied by the
superintendent; and examined the written answers to questions con-
tributed by kindergarten teacher, ami first-grade teachers.

The report is organized under the following sections: The kinder-
gartens; the room equipment ; the teachers ;site relation between the
kindergarten and the first grade; and the curriculum and meths:ids
of the kindergarten.

so. cial atmosphere wholesome and the 'relations between child and

In regard to the kindergartens, Miss Temple found the pre ailing.;

teachers all that could be desired; but in some of the classes the
children have been trained to respond automatically to a series of
piano signals and to certain artificial devices for securing attention.
This method tends to produce dependence upon particular forms a
guidance rather than intelligent self-control.

Commenting upon the room equipment, the report rectimmends
more growing plants and some form of animal life. Of the materitis
for play and liendwork. the criticism is that they are inadequate

. The kindergartens are supplied with the " traditional'? materials..
It is recommended thatslarger blocks, together with boards of vary-
i

H
lengths, be added to the-equipment, in order that the children

may make buildings and furniture for their own play use. A
" kinderhaus" or five-fold screen to inclose a space for a playhouse
is also recommended.

According to present-day theory,- mater ials are primarily hied
as means through which children may give .expression to their ideas
and carly out their !Ray purpOses. This means that any of the tradi-
tional materials may be discarded and more adequate' ones used.

. Among these more adequate supplies are large-sized and heavy 'papers- -.

for construction Work; bft. wood cut- in blocks and. boards, together
with. hammers and nails for construction; easily handled textile ma-.
terials for weaving; and materials for simplt, and crude dolls' clothes.

I Supplementary educational, monograph of the School Review" and Itlesnaitary Bebool. Journal, Vol. I, No. 11,
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Small toy animals, small dolls, toy utensils, and dishes to use in con-
nection with building plays are recommended.

In respect to the 'teachers and their needs, it is recommended that
a well-trained and thoroughly efficient- supervisor of kindergarten
and priinr.ry grades be secured; that the kindergartners be encour-
aged to attend summer sessions and pursue further study in kinder-
omen educatiOn; and that a more profitable use be made of the
afternoon hours of, the kindergartners. It is pointed out that the
constructive movement within the kindergarten during the past 10
or years has made rapid progress, and that kindergartners should
put themselves in the way of further study at one of the progresive
normal schools or universities in order to keep pace with the hest
developments in kindergarten practice.

Tire need for the continuity between the work of the kindergarten
and that of the first grade is apparent. It is suggested that the
teachers and supervisors work out a kindergarten- primary curricu-
lum which shall provide for continuity in each of the subjects com-
mon to both.: Community life, industrial aqd fine Arts, languaget
music, physical education, nature study, number work.

,\ number of first-grade teachers, while recognizing the inde-
pendence of the kindergarten-tralped children in many "erections,
find them too dependent on theteacher's help in handwork. If
kindergarten teachers would plan simpler forms of handwork and be
satisfied with cruder proguetsthey would be able to develop in the
chi)drota desirable degree-of independence.

The criticism lfy the grade teachers that kindergarten children
want to talk,and play instead of work is a criticism of the first grade
rather than of the kindergarten. Two reasons for this so-called rest-
lessness are that the seat work in the first grade does not call forth
the thought or the effort of which six-year olds are capable, and that
not enough time is allowed for active play. .

Commenting upon the curriculurn and methods .of the kinder-
garten, Miss Temple points out that too great quantity and Variety.
of intellectual material was introduced within a given period of
time, and the subject, matterwas unwisely utilized to present ideas
and ideals which belong not to the kindergarten but to a later stage
of development.

She criticizes as devoid of real thought on the part of the children
lessom which begin with a series of exercises dictated by the teacher
the purpose of which is to help children take some simple blocks from
a box, and are continued by directions as to certain moves with the
blocks, And are finished by returning the blocks to the boxeiin an
exact manner. The definition of a right or wrong result in such a'
lessonis not determined by the fitness of the object. made .for..the
use of it, bt4 whether _or ,not it dupliCates the -form made by the
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leacher. It is pointed out that a chance should be given for testing
the efficiency of the objects constructed and that a motive beyond a
desire to please the teacher should be given to children's work.

The report goes on to deal with each form of activity in the kin-
dergarten, drawing. language :mil literature, plays and gathes. and
music, in every case offering constructive and titnulating suggestions
for the improvement of subject matter and methods.

The spirit in which the Richmond survey was undertaken, the
friendly cooperation with which it wa's carried on, the carefully pre-
pared report, with its thoroughly practical and constructive recom-
mendations. all unite to conintend not only this particular' piece of
work, but also this type of work as worthy of heing widely applied to
kindergarten systenis.

IV. RECENT PUBLICATIONS PERTAINING TO THE EDUCATION
OF YOUNG CHILDREN.

" PLAY LIFE IN THE FIRST EIGHT TrAtts.' "

Miss Palmer has carefully listtd games and plays that are ty A
of those best suited to the gradually developing 'powers of typical
children of the ages front 1 to 8 years. Even a casual reader can not

these. lists and explanatory descriptions
idea of 'the-mental mifolding of the small child and the reaction he
requires from his environment to further his growth into a' well-
balanced, useful citizen of high ideals.

The hook is neither technical in plira.toology nor difficult in style
and is so definite in its port royal of the type of games needed by the
child .at various stagesin -his development that it should be of great
value, not only to the trained teacher, but to the parent orAeurse or
social worker who has the supervision of small children.

" PRIMARY MANIIWORK " AND " ILLUSTRATIvE HANDwOlit."

The worth of the ,firstnamed book lies in the ylue-standard it sets.
It does not view the primary curriculum as -a certain amount of
knowledge to be acquired by the'child more or less painfully in
preparation. for the next higher grade; it sees each period of the
child's development art time seething with childish interests and .

enthusiasms which, Tightly used, make of each school year a tritnnph
of achievement, development; and happiness. The problems of 'on- 4
struction are approached from the child"; point of view and interest.
The standard of the work is measured by the child's ability to..do and
think. The child's growth is shown by his increased ability to judge
his efforts and intelligently measure his successes: '.This: produces.:
what Dr. Dewey calls a., child who has Something to say rather than'

By Luella ..0 Palmer. . a Bj, KI10 Victoria &IWO.
-,. . .- ,-

-.;:.-
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having to say something." Miss Dobbs shows clearly the way in
which the artificial gulf between the kindergarten and the pri-
mary grades can be made to disappear.

In the second-named book are offered tilactical working outlines
upon which the teacher may build. The object of the book is to
prove by means of work already tried in actual schools:

L That illustrative handwork can be used profitably as a method of study
by giving the children something to do which they will wish to do, but which
can not be done successfully without a practical knowledge of the subject
matter to be studied.

2. That illustrative handwork can be uwil profitably as a method recitation
by requiring the children to make something which they can not make success-
fully unless they have gained clear and definite ideas of the subject which has
been studied.

3.' That wore of this kind not only bits a plaCe as a regular form of study
and recitation, but that it can be elope without exceeding the limit of time
allottedto the subject.

4. That the equipment 41141 materials are easily obtainable In any school.
5. That work of this kind may be carried on in the regular classroom.
0. That such methods may be used by teachers who have got been trained in

the manual arts.

"A COURSE FOR BEGINNERS IN ItELLGIOUS EDUCATION."'
a

Miss Rankin, a trailied kindergartner, has brought her knowledge
of child psychology and the knowledge gained from actual contact
with many children to the problem of making a year's course of Sun-
day-school lessons that will make for a better feeling, thinking, and
doing in the life of the little child, and that will also be quite sim-
ply and definitely stated, so that the average untrained Stuiday-
school teacher may use them literally as the supporting framework
for her .work.

R THE USE OF THE KINDERGARTEN GIITS."*

The use of the kindergarten gifts carries from cover to cover a
plea for a wider knowledge on the part of the t :idlers of every/ma-
terial to be used, and a greater insight into the prosess of the
growth of little children. The book is of particular vilue to the
recently graduated kindergarten student. who has had a limited op-
portunity for actual teaching experience, and to the teacher who
emphasizes organkzed group work in her school.

BULLETINS NOS. 1,2, 3, 4, AND a: BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL EXPERIMENTS.

To quote from the preface in one of the bulletins:
The Bureau of Educational Experiments la made up of a group' of persons

who are engaged in fIrst-hand efforts for improving the education of children,
and who have all shared in the general movement that has brought about a

1/3, Miry Everett Rankin. lily Artee Palmer. .
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more scientific study of thew. Tilt* feel that the development of some more
comprehensive plans of utilizing the resnIts of the recent interest In " free
education Is the next step, and that It depends essentially upon securing a
closer cooperation among experimenters.

The bureau airtts to acconiplish these ends by giving support to
present. experiments, by initiating new experiments, by collecting
and making available for public use information about the whole
field of experinients in education. and by hastening the introduction
of newly acquired methods through actual teaching experiments.

The first lailletin is entitled "Playthings"; the second is a study
of Animal Families in Schools; the third, fourth, and fifth bulletins
describe the kind of work being done at The Play School, by Caro-
line Pratt;. at The Gregory School, by Margaret Naumburg; at
Teachers College Playground, by Mary Rankin: at The Home
School. by Mattie 13ates; and at "Stony Ford School," by Mr: and
Mrs. Hutchinson.

" SELECITI) LIST cir swat t.114.''

The literature committee of the International Kindergarten Union
lia, published an excellent list of storik to tell to children in kinder-
garten, first, and second grades. In presenting the list the committee
point out that extended lists prepared by librariee and other com-
pilers are eiviily Obtained; and for that reason it was thought best
to confine the committee's endeavors to the preparation of a 'limited
list of stories of distinctly literary quality, each story having a
proved value and interest for children.

With the title of each story are listed several books in which
different versions may be found.

V. KINDERGARTEN LEGISLATION.

The excellent mandatory-on-petition law has yielded such goocl
results during the past five years in California that friends of the
kindergarten have been stimulated to secure the passage of a similar
law in other Stites. Their effort.' have been successful-in Maine,
Oregon, Tennessee. Washington, and Texas:

In Maine the superintending school committees are required upon
the filing of a petition coming from the parents or guardians of 30
or more children between 4 and 6 years of age, living within a mile
of a public elementary school, to maintain a kindergarten as a part
of the conunons6fiool course, unless otherwise instructed by the city.
or town. The kindergarten may be discontinued if the daily average
attendance falls below 15 children.. In respect to kindergarten
teachers the law provides that no person shall be allowed to teach in
any kindergarten, who has not completed at least a two-years' course
in. training and received .a certificate or diploma Irom a recognised

.
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-kiiidettarten training school, approved by the State superintendent
of schoolg.-- -

In Oregon the peculiar provision of the kindergarten bill is that
the establishment of kindergartens is confined to the city. of Portland,
the...law stipulating that not more than five and not less than three
kindergartens must be installed during the year.

. The law of Tennessee is a permissive onethat is, cities and towns
may establish kindergartens, but must support them by means of 7
local taxation.

111 the State of Washington the enactment provides that the
, kindergarten shall be a part of the school system and be supported

just as the primary and upper.grades are supported.
The Texas law is similar to that of Maine. A noteworthy feature of

the campaign was the hearty support given to the measure by the
officers of the State department of education. Emphasis also was
played won adequate provisions for well-trained kindergarten
teachers.

In it number of other States the Federation of Women's Clubs, the
National Congress of Mothers, and other women's organizations are
taking an active interest in State campaigns for. more public-school
kindergartens.

%-Yew- kindergarten training Nclum/..=--C-Iosely
legislative successes in Texas. and in California is.the announcement =.

of the opening of three new kindergarik training schools. The
College of Industrial Arts, Penton. Tex.. has organized a depart-
ment.of kindergarten education, With Miss Mabel Osgood, formerly
of the Milwaukee State Normal School. in charge; and in the atit
Houston Normal Institute; Huntsville, Tex., a kindergarten depart-
went is being incorporated. Mi.ss (Wace Fulmer has opened a school .1
in Los Angeles, Cul. Children's classes in kiNergarten and primary h.:3

work and a department of kindergarten atyl pj:iiintry education for. 0,

,young women :pre included. Etnpliasis is placed Upon open-air work.. ,4

A two-year kindergarten training conrse was :Organized in 1916
in the State normal school, at Tempe, Ariz.; a training class, under
the direction of Miss Laura Fisher, was opened in Boston, the same.-
year; and Miss' Laura Cushman organized a ,training school in

.Miami, Fla.
Kindergarten departments are also being instituted in connection

with the schools of education in the University of Nebraska, at
Lincoln, and in the University of Missouri, at Columbiu.

.

Appropriation for kindergarten edueotion.,-By no means the least
significant event of the past year is the' appropriation, granted bf
C(mgress whereby Federal support has become Available for the im-
portant field of kindergarten promotion and practice. Two special- .

ists in kindergarteneducation constitute the staff for the present.




